
2095 - The Yachtsman - 10/02/19 

Valentine run today, no rosy sunrises of glorious intense sunshine. So same ol same ol. 
Supposed to bring a cake and dress up, well that’s not going to happen. 
 
Close to home so no rush, that could be a problem as the main route is blocked. What’s going 
on, ah, need a detour, brain still sharp as a knife. 
 
Hares are Banger, Rollover and the smallest hares ever, are they even at school yet! 
Usual excuses that a bit of a rain shower has washed all the dust away such that Banger is going 
to be a live Main hare on a bike! 
 
Off to the rail bridge, not there but through the estate down towards the harbour, Shitzoh swears 
blind it’s to the beach. Hmm, don’t trust tricksy women cause we have to jog up the hill, then do a 
long straight following a biker to a beach. 
 
Not down the back alley but onto sand. Jogging on gravel is the theme for the next 100yds and 
then is it up the hill, no, lets try the steps in the distance. Nobody else was interested until we 
“call on” and are followed by some newbies. Is it “get our feet wet” or “do we creep across the 
gabions”. Dry feet it is, we have fun watching others scrambling until we get to the top of the 
stairs to only find Banger peddling along in the scrub laughing. 
 
We find the edge to the caravan park which attracts Ram to the front, must like their shiny finish. 
Lonely, try’s to explain he wasn’t injured last week, just had to go to work; whatever that is. 
Strange thing to do, instead of Hashing. 
 
At Rockley point Ram chases off again with the quietist of calling that could be construed as 
silence. Around more caravans and then finally out over the railway line towards more tarmac. 
Turn About and Sir Pissalot keep their hands off each other for a few moments to do some 
checking but its wrong. So we just follow Ram again who is chasing a hare carrying a bike by the 
waters edge. 
 
Out into the playing fields we hear Carron call “its that way”, but “that way” is two side of a long 
triangle so I follow Lonely on the hypotenuse to get a steal on the front. 
History says we are heading for Upton Country park. Yes we aim for Lidl, but its back across the 
playing field following that dam bike. 
 
Back onto suburban tarmac following the flour. Its now our hope its back the way we came. It is, 
back to the bridge, but a long long “on Inn” to the pub via the marine base. 
 
Thought I was organised this week, but I’ve seemed to have mislaid my purse. Never mind, 
Mouse is sweet and has got me a coffee, much to TPs disgust, plus so has Carron, I’m on a 
roll.   
 
Whilst we have our beverages we notice that Ferret is taking ages to get changed out in the car 
park, Arse about was much quicker in her apparel changing. That’s to her benefit, as for Ferret, 
as he closes up the car he gets soaked by a brief but intense down pour. He he, he’s wet now. 
Beaky has made a guest appearance; I assume he did the Mini, no sign of him on the Main. 
Since he’s here a naming opportunity was seen. Luckily group culture results in a name of Lillet 
chosen, could have been a lot lot worse. 
 
So, dry but very cold, no dust, a hare on a bike, beaches, gabions, muddy fields, lots of tar mac, 
normal trail length, caravans, a long “on Inn” and Mini hares who can do “down downs” quicker 



than a biking main Hare. 
 
So what did you think? 

On On ☺ 

 


